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Introduction 
 
 
 

The world of Introducing Broker is an exciting new landscape in which traders of all capabilities can reap 

rewards. Working as an Introducing Broker can be a great way to supplement your trading, or even be 

run as a stand-alone business. In this document we give you a view of the IB world from the ground up, 

to help you understand exactly what this exciting role is, how it works and how you can benefit from 

getting involved. 

 
With plenty of key industry insights and useful knowledge, this document is a complete guide 

for anyone interested in entering the world of Introducing Broker and taking their Forex 

business to the next level. 

 
As ever, we appreciate your feedback and look forward to hearing any thoughts or 

questions you have on the information included. 
 
 
 

The Kern Private Capital Research Team 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

What is an Introducing Broker? 
 
 
 

The development of online trading has opened a world of 

opportunity to a new market that never existed before. Retail traders 

can now profit from movements in the currency markets the same 

way that investment banks and other large institutions can. As 

retail trading has grown over recent years, a new level of 

opportunity has emerged: Introducing Brokers or IBs. 

 
Introducing Brokers originally began in the Commodities and Futures 

market but have grown increasingly popular in the Spot Forex market, 

as that sector has seen an explosion in volume over recent years. 

 
Many people already do this without acting in an official capacity. For 

example, it’s very common for traders to tell their friends about a good 

experience they have had with a particular broker, recommending 

that their friends become clients as well. However, it is possible to 

set up an official agreement with a broker to become an 

Introducing Broker and refer people in an official capacity. 

 
As the retail Forex industry has ballooned over recent years, so too 

has a subset of the industry based around Forex education, analysis 

and signal services. Proven traders can share their market analysis 

and engage in online tuition; some traders also choose to share 

their trades so that subscribers can follow their activity. Traditionally, 

these traders offer their services via their own websites, using 

social media and word of mouth to gain new followers. 

 
However, the Introducing Broker industry has created a wealth of 

opportunity for traders looking to offer their services, as they can 

now partner with reputable brokers to gain clients as well as gain 

access to a larger marketplace with better resources. 
 
 
 
 

 

Simply put, introducing 
brokers act as referring 
agents for brokers by 
introducing new clients. 

 
 
 

 



 

 

What exactly do Introducing Brokers 
do and how do they make money? 

 

 

As we outlined above, introducing brokers make 

money by referring people to their attached 

brokerage firm. Although the process seems 

simple, it’s important to remember that 

introducing brokers are only paid for potential 

clients that go on to become active clients. 

 

For example, let’s assume that an IB refers five 

friends to a broker and only three of them open an 

account and deposit money. This would mean that 

 

 

 

 

 

the IB would earn from three of their referrals, who 

went on to become active clients. 

 
Now, you might be wondering how an IB earns from 

their active clients. Essentially, an Introducing Broker 

agreement will specify an agreed commission, 

which will be paid to the IB for the amount traded 

by one of their referred clients. 

 
Each time an IB refers an active client, they will 

 

 

 

 

 

open an account and start trading. The active client 

will then begin opening trades which have a certain 

volume, for example a single lot. So, as the 

referred active client trades, the broker will pay 

the IB based on how much the active client 

trades. The larger the volume, the more 

commissions generated for the IB. 

 
Typically, an IB will be paid certain commission per 

lot traded by their referred clients. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Who can become an 
Introducing Broker? 

How can Introducing 
Brokers gain clients? 

 
 

The great news is that anyone can become an introducing broker. 

No matter how much experience you have in the finance industry, if 

you have the right support, resources and tools in place, even those 

with little to no experience can succeed. 

 
At the beginning, the most successful introducing brokers are active, 

advanced traders. Traders who can analyse the markets in useful 

and engaging ways will often find that they are able to use their 

expertise to attract more referrals. 

 
Many successful retail traders have been able to build solid 

businesses out of their roles as Introducing Brokers, offering their 

analytical services exclusively to clients of their designated 

brokerage firm. 

Introducing Brokers that are just starting to grow their network can 

refer clients that they know directly. Clients are much more likely to 

register with a broker when someone that they know personally gives 

them a recommendation, while also being able to ask for information 

and advice much more readily. 

 
Although this method has a much higher success rate as traders 

are able to trust the person who referred them, there is only a limited 

number of clients that the IB can refer. 

 
Not all Introducing Brokers operate at such small scales however, 

and many retail traders have become Introducing Brokers as a way of 

supplementing their trading income. Using the internet, Introducing 

Brokers can advertise their services to wider audiences and thus 

gain a greater number of referrals, active clients, and ultimately, 

commission payments. 

Social media has become an invaluable tool for Introducing Brokers 

as a means of promoting their services and attracting new clients. 

We’ll be breaking down the different methods used to attract clients 

a little bit later. 
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The benefits of social media for Introducing Brokers 
 
 
 

The seemingly never-ending rise in popularity of social media has 

opened up a vast wealth of opportunity for Introducing Brokers. It has 

never been easier for IB’s to advertise their services and gain clients. 

In the past, IBs had to use their websites and the slow process of 

building email lists (or paying for lists, which can be expensive) to 

build a solid client base. However, social media has revolutionised 

the way in which content can be shared. For IBs, this content is 

ultimately what will help them gain clients. 

 
The main benefit of social media is the ease in which content can be 

shared and new audiences can be engaged. On Twitter, Facebook 

and Instagram for example, posts can be reposted, shared and reach 

various users, which offers IBs the chance to increase their online 

visibility and gain access to a far greater number of potential 

clients (greater reach). 

 
All social media platforms now offer business accounts which allow 

you to run ads. These advertisements can also be targeted to your 

chosen audience, which allows you to specify country, gender, age 

interest, etc. 

As an example, let’s say you’re regularly posting your technical 

analysis on Instagram as a way of generating referrals but, you wish 

to increase your exposure. You can run a targeted ad aimed at men, 

aged 20 – 50, based in the UK and interested in finance and trading. 

 
The opportunities that this targeted advertising creates means that 

social media is an invaluable tool for IBs. You can also monitor your 

budget to make sure that the income you are generating is justified 

by your expenditure and adjust accordingly. 
 
 

 

Once IBs are able to 
establish themselves, they 
can also use the paid 
features of social media. 

 

  



 

 

 
 
 
 

Who are the ideal clients 
of Introducing Brokers? 

While of course any and all clients generated are beneficial to IB’s, 

there are clients who will be more beneficial than others. These are 

advanced traders. Aiming to convert advanced traders into active 

clients can be far more rewarding than attracting new or less 

experienced traders. 

What are advanced 
traders and why do they 
make the best clients? 

Advanced traders are traders who have been active in the market 

for one year or more. Typically, these traders have been through 

the process of losing money, adjusting their strategy and honing 

their skills. Tending to have higher levels of capital and a more 

consistent way of trading, advanced traders offer the prospect of a 

much longer relationship than new trader. 

 
Many new traders tend to start with much smaller deposits and 

can often become frustrated with the losses which they will 

inevitably suffer during the learning process. Alongside this, 

advanced traders typically have a better group of contacts, namely 

other advanced traders. As such, converting advanced traders into 

clients can lead to a far better stream of potential clients to interact 

with and ultimately, more profitable relationships. 



 

 

 
 
 
 

How to convert interest into active clients 
 
 
 

So far, we have talked about what an IB does and the means through 

which they can gain traffic. However, as we outlined, IBs only get 

paid when the introduced traders convert into active clients with 

their designated broker. So, how does an IB go about converting 

general interest into a paying client. 

 
The way that most IBs operate is that they publicise a certain level 

of FREE but valuable content online, which could be anything from 

a general market outlook each week to a few specific trade ideas 

available to everyone. The IB will then specify that, any traders 

who become active clients of their brokerage will receive access to 

exclusive material. In terms of the materials offered to prospective 

clients, some key important factors are the quality, quantity and 

uniqueness of the content. 

 
For example, let’s say that an IB’s freely available public content 

consists of a 15-minute video at the start of the week giving a 

broad market outlook and highlighting a few trade ideas. Then 

each day the IB might publish one chart outlining some basic 

analysis or a level of interest. 

 
The IB may then offer access to a one-hour interactive webinar at 

the start of each week, with specific trade ideas to any traders 

who become active clients. Each day, the clients will then receive 

notifications about specific trade ideas and will also have access to 

a chat room where they can talk about the market with the IB. 

 
Offering value added services such as these is a fantastic way of 

turning interest into active clients. 

 

  

Ultimately, the most 
effective way to convert 
traders into clients is by 
offering certain services 
at a base level, and a 
greater level of service to 
active clients. 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

How to retain active clients Retention Planning 
 
 
 

It is important to remember that the work is 

not over once you‘ve successfully converted 

interested parties into active clients. Remember, 

as an IB you will be paid on each lot traded by an 

active client. So, once you’ve converted a client 

and they have made a deposit and begun trading, 

it’s in the IBs best interest that they trade for as 

long as possible. This links back to what we 

discussed earlier in terms of advanced traders 

making better active clients, as typically they will 

have a longer trading life. However, the IB can 

also help keep clients active. 

 
Offering insightful, actionable trading analysis is 

a great way to help support active clients and 

keep them trading. Many traders benefit from 

tuition and guidance whether that be in the form 

of weekly and daily trade ideas or more interactive 

tuition such as skype calls and webinars, offering 

traders constant support is the best way to help 

retain active clients. 

 
Another fantastic way to keep clients active is 

by offering a higher level of service as time goes 

by. This could mean anything from increased 

number of webinar sessions or trade ideas, to 

one-on-one sessions. Remember that a client will 

likely only stay active if they feel that that there 

is value to accessing your services. So, IBs need 

to make sure that they keep a consistent level of 

output for their materials and that they place an 

emphasis on customer service to maintain good, 

professional relationships with their clients. 

The final part of the business plan needs to outline 

your strategies for retaining active clients. Once a 

client is signed up with the broker, it’s important that 

IBs maintain a consistent level of output and customer 

service to keep the client happy and keep them 

trading. Low calibre IBs will focus on high frequency 

trade ideas without regard for outcome, just looking 

to earn commission from the trades before the trader 

eventually closes their account. Aiming to deliver 

consistent, high quality materials that benefit each 

trader is a better business model by far and will keep 

clients active for much longer. 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Creating an Introducing Broker Business Plan 
 
 
 

A successful Introducing Broker can make a good level of income. 

However, if any trader wishes to become successful in this field, it 

is important to be organised and as with any business, you’ll need 

a business plan. This business plan should essentially map out in 

detail how you will grow your business from the very first day of 

becoming an IB, up to how you will achieve specified goals such 

earning a certain commission payment each month, working with a 

certain number of active clients, etc. 

 
In terms of what should be in your business plan, you’ll need to think 

about the following areas: 

Generating awareness and interest. 

Converting interest into active clients. 

Retaining active clients. 

 
When it comes to building awareness and generating interest, it’s 

important to place focus on developing a professional website and 

establishing a wide range of social media profiles, which you can 

use to gain access to varied audiences. All public websites and 

profiles should clearly outline your services and the benefits they 

offer to clients while including links to your designated brokerage. 

In terms of generating interest, you need to think about the specific 

content you are going to offer as a draw for prospective clients. You 

also need to think about how often you will post content and how 

frequently you will engage with prospective clients. You need to 

ensure that you can manage all social media channels effectively 

and keep them up to date. 

 
Once you have your various communications channels outlined and 

you have thought about the content you will offer and how you’ll 

generate interest, you then need to think about how you’ll convert 

this interest into active clients. Time needs to be spent working out 

effective strategies such as delivering premium content, greater 

interaction, higher levels of service to help turn interested parties 

into active clients. 

 
It may also be useful to break down the different types of traders 

that you’re looking to attract by creating user profiles. These user 

profiles define the basic characteristics of the types of traders you 

want to attract, e.g. by trading strategy type or experience levels. You 

can then tailor the content that you offer to attract specific types of 

trader to your site. 

A 

B 
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New opportunities for Introducing Brokers 
 
 
 

As the retail market continues to grow and technology continues to 

advance, the opportunities available to IBs have also bloomed. While 

traditionally, IBs were limited to offering analysis, trading signals 

and tuition, many IBs now offer much more streamlined trading 

services. The proliferation of Expert Advisors and trading algorithms 

such as AI means that many IBs are now able to offer clients 

automatic trading execution services through their designated 

broker. 

 
For example, let’s say that an IB develops a consistently profitable 

EA or AI system which they offer access to. Instead of traders 

paying to access the system and install it on their MT5 platforms, 

traders would instead open an account with the IB’s Broker to 

access the IB’s trading system. The IB will then be paid a 

commission on each lot traded by users of their system - opening 

a whole new market to the IB. 

 
Some people have the time and desire to learn how to trade and 

want to receive regular analysis and tuition. However, some traders 

simply want to make money and having access to an automated 

program is a far more attractive option. 



 

 

Work with a good broker. It’s the main way to ensure success later down the 
 

Be consistent. If you’re using forums, Facebook, other Social Media channels, 
etc. you should ensure that you maintain and keep up to date with it. 

Close deals: aim to convert clients. 

Be localised – try to provide content in the correct language with resources that 

are applicable for the locations that you’re targeting. 

Establish long term relationships. Maintain a level of trust by always following up 

and ensuring reliability. 

Be selective. Cater your targeted group with tailored content and services that will 

appeal to them. 

Reach out to engage with more potential clients. 

Provide valuable information & cater to your client’s needs. 

DO 

Work with low quality brokers. IB’s can’t build long-term relationships if their 

broker provides a bad service. 

Slander or speak badly about competitors (both brokers and IBs). 

Be misleading or vague. Every trader has the right to honest and matter-of-fact 

information when they’re investing. 

Make promises or guarantees of performance. Traders should be aware of the 

reality of what they are getting in to. 

Be aggressive. 

DON’T 
Make direct sales immediately. Take your time in understanding what the client 

wants and needs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tips for success as an Introducing Broker 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

www.tickmill.com 

https://www.tickmill.com/?utm_source=ebook&amp;utm_medium=the_ultimate_guide_to_becoming_an_ib&amp;utm_campaign=ebook_links


 

 

 
 
 

Catering to client needs 

When it comes to establishing and maintaining your presence as a successful IB, the key priority should be ensuring that your client 

needs are catered for. This means, ensuring that you can offer the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cash back service, 
 
 
 

Social trading / Algorithmic trading platforms, 
 
 
 

Good reviews, ratings and comparison, 

Being active on forums and communities, 
 
 
 

Education (online and offline) 
 
 
 

Market analyses, 

Access or recommendations for 

news sites and channels, 

 
 

Sharing signals, 
 
 
 

Sharing trading systems such as EA or AI. 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
Key benefits 

Less time and effort to convert and retain clients. 

License and reputation. 

IB is exposed to referred clients. 

Good products are easy to sell. 

Word of mouth effect. 

Extensive marketing & support resources available. 

 
 
 
 

The Benefits of Working with A Reputable Broker 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As an IB, ultimately you are only as good as the broker you work 

with. Regardless of whether your trading analysis and signals deliver 

positive results or whether your customer service is attentive and 

considerate, any trader who suffers poor service from your 

designated broker will ultimately close their account. Furthermore, 

when speaking with other traders about their poor experience, your 

reputation will suffer. 

 
By ensuring that you only work with reputable brokers, you’re a lot 

more likely to succeed when attempting to convert interested parties 

into active clients. It’ll also help you retain those active clients once 

they are trading. Using a broker with a solid reputation, transparent 

regulatory standing and good reviews will encourage traders to use 

your services and help make running your business far smooth
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